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HOLISTIC SOLUTIONS IN 
FINANCE AND BANKING

Why ChainNinja?  

Blockchain Framework Agnostic 

Custom End to End Solutions

We are open for specialized block-
chains 

We provide Enterprise blockchain 
concepts 

Purpose-built infrastructure compo-
nents for a specialized use case

Collaborative, Agile, and Efficient in 
every step of providing our client a 
field-tested Proof of Concept

Open platform and open governance

Economic viability of the solution

Longevity of the solution

Coexistence with adjacent systems

Regulatory compliance

Choose a Blockchain framework 
based on your business considerations

What’s happening in your industry? 

Making lawmakers understand how 
specific Blockchain solutions work in 
order to gain approvals is a large initia-
tive with the banks

According to Santander �Blockchain-
based solutions could generate cost 
savings of up to $20 billion per year� 

Efficiencies resulting from Distributed Ledger Technology 
(DLT) can add up to some considerable cost savings. DLT 
systems make it possible for businesses to streamline internal 
operations, dramatically reducing the expenses, mistakes, and 
delays caused by traditional methods for reconciliation of 
records. The widespread adoption of DLT is bringing enormous 
cost savings in many areas.

While a trader can now execute a transaction at lightning 
speed, it can take as long as three days for that transaction to 
settle. With DLT, execution, clearing and settlement could occur 
simultaneously thus minimizing cost quite significantly.

Electronic ledgers are much cheaper to maintain than tradition-
al systems. Fully automated DLT systems result in fewer errors, 
and the elimination of repetitive confirmation steps by a signifi-
cant margin.

Minimizing the processing delay also means less capital being 
held against the risks of pending transactions

ChainNinja Turns Disruptive Technology 
into Innovative Solutions

ChainNinja Offers Holistic Blockchain 
Solutions in Banking and Finance

"KYC"

"Trade Finance"

"Reference Data"

"Payments" 

"Private Equity Funds"
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